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A complete, up-to-date revision of the leading CISSP training resource from the #1 name in IT

security certification and training, Shon Harris Fully revised for the latest release of the Certified

Information Systems Security Professional exam, this comprehensive, up-to-date resource covers

all 10 CISSP exam domains developed by the International Information Systems Security

Certification Consortium (ISC2). This authoritative exam guide features learning objectives at the

beginning of each chapter, exam tips, practice questions, and in-depth explanations. Written by the

leading expert in IT security certification and training, CISSP All-in-One Exam Guide, Sixth Edition

helps you pass the exam with ease and also serves as an essential on-the-job reference. Covers all

10 CISSP domains: Information security governance and risk management Access control Security

architecture and design Physical and environmental security Telecommunications and network

security Cryptography Business continuity and disaster recovery Legal, regulations, compliance,

and investigations Software development security Security operations Electronic content includes:

1400+ practice exam questions in a Windows-based test engine with a new custom exam

generation feature that allows you to practice by domain or take a complete CISSP practice exam

Video training module from Shon Harrisâ€•single domain Adobe Digital Edition ebookâ€•free

download (subject to Adobe System Requirements)
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If you want to pass the CISSP exam on the first attempt, then make this book your PRIMARY study

guide. If you are not planning on taking the CISSP exam, but you work in Information Security, then

make this book part of your required reading. It is an invaluable tool to any security

practitioner.Shon Harris has updated both the content and the layout of this newest edition. Key

terms are defined in separate attention-grabbing boxes. This is a huge help when you are stuck on

a difficult concept that you want to review, such as the concepts that make up "The Common

Criteria", or the seemingly infinite terms associated with the Telecommunications and Network

Security Domain. If you are a person who uses a highlighter, or if you annotate passages on an

e-reader, these attention boxes are fantastic for easily isolating the important details.The CISSP

exam is peppered with many "scenario-based" questions, and Shon has updated her end-of-chapter

quizzes to include these types of questions. The quizzes provided on the disc (included with the

book) are comprehensive across each domain. The questions offered on the disc will test your true

knowledge of the subjects. The Practice Exam book is the perfect companion for the main book,

offering detailed explanations of why one answer is "The Best" choice for a particular question.The

folks who compose the questions for the CISSP exam tend to lean towards the "sinister", attempting

to trip you up with subtle and sometimes vague wording. Shon writes her questions in a similar

style, making you really think about the material to derive the best answer rather than simply

memorizing passages from the book. Her questions and the answer choices will get you into the

correct mindset to pass the exam.

Although I recommend purchasing and reading this book, I don't recommend it as your prime study

material. Ms Harris spends way too much time reiterating the same concepts, and over explaining

relatively simple concepts with what is undoubtedly page filers. The more important concepts, such

as encryption standards and authentication is inadequately covered to help you on the exam. I

studied 4 books, including this one and the CBK and found this book to be the least helpful towards

the exam. Oddly, her training videos, which are very costly cover topics not found in this book,

which is very odd considering that this is supposed to be the definitive study guide. I can only

assume this is to encourage you to purchase the much more costly training videos.With a master's

degree in Cybersecurity, and B.S. in Information Assurance and after reading several other books

prior, I found my self constantly making correction notations in this book for information that was

poorly explained or over iterated. Of course being able to correct errors in this book assured me that

I was ready to take the exam.For those taking the exam, I suggest keeping this as a cram study

guide, for after you learn the subject matter elsewhere, but it is worthless in teaching you the topics



needed to pass. My suggestions,1. Read the official CBK published by ISC2 and highlight important

technical information.2. Repeat step 1, but this time read your highlights3. Read the Sybex official

guide, and highlight sections you are still unsure and the reread only highlighted sections.4. Skim

through this book, and read references to the items you highlighted from the prior two books, for a

different perspective.
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